ELITE arched handle

FEATURES
The ELITE Arched Handle offers a curved angular design, ideal for traditional and modern spaces.

- Great for drawers and cabinets, the Arched Handle can be installed vertically or horizontally.
- Coordinated in style, finish and quality.

FINISH:
- Polished Chrome
- Matte Nickel
- Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Matte Gold

SPECs
- 300.3212.160.xxx

DIMENSIONS
- 160mm CTC
- 1 1/2"
- 1/2"

FEATURES
- The ELITE Arched Handle offers a curved angular design, ideal for traditional and modern spaces.
- Great for drawers and cabinets, the Arched Handle can be installed vertically or horizontally.
- Coordinated in style, finish and quality.

SPECs
- 300.3212.160.xxx

DIMENSIONS
- 160mm CTC
- 1 1/2"
- 1/2"

FINISH:
- Polished Chrome
- Matte Nickel
- Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Matte Gold

OPTIONS
- CR: Polished Chrome
- MA: Matte Nickel
- MG: Matte Gold
- BR: Oil Rubbed Bronze
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